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1. The evolving complaints landscape 

1.1 Complaints about services delivered over the NBN 

Chart 1 – Fault and connection complaints about services delivered over the NBN 
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1.2 Responding to complex complaints  

• 

• 

• 

• 

2. Reliable access to the NBN for all consumers 
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2.1 Consumers with a voice-only service can be vulnerable  

Mobile interim solutions may be unsuitable   

Case Study A – Migration error leaves elderly consumer cut off from family  

Eric has his home phone with TelcoTwo and has used the same phone number for many years. Eric 
also has a mobile service but is not comfortable using it and usually leaves it uncharged. His family do 
not live nearby and call him often to stay in touch.  

While transferring to Eric’s service to the NBN, the phone number was accidentally cancelled. 
TelcoTwo gave him a new number.  

When Eric’s family was not able to get in touch with him, they called the police and asked them to 
check on him.  

Eric’s daughter complained to the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman, saying Eric could not 
remember the new number. She wanted TelcoTwo to refund all charges until the original number was 
reconnected.  

Eric’s original number was eventually reconnected after several months during which he experienced 
periods of no service. TelcoTwo paid Eric around $600, which included compensation for time without 
a service and a refund of service charges. 

 
Voice-only consumers should be able to access the most suitable service class  
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2.2 Connecting consumers to a suitable technology type 

Case Study B – Satellite the NBN technology type for consumer in suburban 
Sydney  
Kailyn lives in a suburb of Sydney. She has poor mobile reception and unreliable wireless internet at 
her home. There is cabling to the pit at her address as part of the legacy network.  

In early 2019, Kailyn applied to migrate her landline and internet service to the NBN. Her request was 
delayed several times, so Kailyn complained to the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman.  

During the complaint, Kailyn’s provider confirmed her address was marked for satellite technology. 
We explained Kailyn could apply for a change of service technology, which would cost $330, or she 
could consider installing a smart antenna.  Kailyn was not satisfied with these options and withdrew 
her complaint. 

Case study C – Service marked for unsuitable technology type in rural area 

Jasmine lives in a rural area and had a wireless landline service connected with AgriTelco. Jasmine said 
AgriTelco had previously told her it would cost her more than $40,000 to connect a fixed line service 
to her home. 

NBN Co’s records showed Jasmine’s address was marked for the NBN technology, Fibre to the Node 
(FTTN). When AgriTelco contacted Jasmine about migrating to the NBN, she explained it could not 
connect a FTTN service as there was no cabling to the house.  

AgriTelco tried to migrate Jasmine’s service to FTTN multiple times during 2019, and each time her 
service was disconnected. Following the final disconnection, AgriTelco did not reconnect her service 
and she complained to the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman, saying AgriTelco told her she 
would need to dig a trench to install cabling, but this was more than 1km and she did not wish to do 
this.  

During the complaint, the technology type for Jasmine’s home was changed to Wireless technology and 
her connection appointment was scheduled. 



3. Experience of small businesses with NBN services  

3.1 Impact of service interruption on small businesses 

3.2 Issues that can affect small business NBN services 

Connecting multiple services onto the NBN is complex 

Misaligned information about a small business  
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Case study D - Location ID issues cause delays for a small business 
transferring onto the NBN  

Akira owns a small hairdressing business and used a mobile service and wireless internet for 
communication. In 2018, the business premises were divided, and a second business moved into the 
new space.  

The new business connected its business services to the NBN. In late 2018, Akira applied to connect 
landline and internet business services to the NBN with TelcoA. When the connection order did not 
complete, TelcoA submitted it again, and again it did not complete.  

Akira spoke with TelcoA and NBN Co several times, but they were not able to identify the cause of the 
issue. When Akira contacted us to complain, he said he wanted TelcoA to connect the services and did 
not want to not pay any charges until then. 

NBN Co later found there was only one Location ID for both business premises. It created a new 
Location ID for Akira’s business address and TelcoA successfully connected the services. 

TelcoA credited around $700 to Akira for charges it had billed before the services were working.  


